= lim I-dt «-»0, Ä-»« J t t m , lim rrm^.r&M]
«->0, Ä-»« L J at t J bt t J rahf (t) ratf(t) = lim I -dt -lim I -dt ft->« J bh t e->0 J bt t when the limits exist; it is assumed that a, ¿>>0 and/(/) is Lebesgue integrable over each interval 0<m^t^M< <x>. If in the last two integrals we put t = eu and t = e~u respectively, and set Iyengar [1940] and Agnew [1942] have studied the question of existence of lia, b) by studying fie»)du.
A They showed that if the limit in (5) exists for each X in a set having positive measure, then it exists for each real X and has the value XL where L is à constant and, moreover, (6) lim eA J fieu)e~udu = L.
A-*« Ja
On the other hand if (6) holds, then the limit in (5) exists and is XL for each real X. Although neither Iyengar nor Agnew wrote the formula, this implies that if 7(a, b) exists for each X in a set of positive measure, then (6) and, for some constant L', hold and
On the other hand, if the limits in (6) and (7) exist, then (8) holds
for each pair of positive numbers a and b. In a recent paper, Ostrowski [1949] has given the formula (8) with
Land L' defined by
The similarity of this result with that given above has caused the author to examine (6) and (7). If in (6) and (7) we put t=eu and t = e~u respectively we get (12) lim-fit)dt = lim* I -dt
exists, then both exist and the equality holds.
Because simple straightforward proofs of these theorems can be given, it seems proper to give them here because the proofs outlined above involve much irrelevant and difficult material some of which is not yet published; Ostrowski [1949] says proof of his result involving the limits in (9) "is difficult and will be given in another publication." To prove Theorem 1, which involves mean values at oo, suppose first that the left member of (11) exists and has the value L. Let Since ¿_1F(/)->0 as t-»«, the first term on the right has the value -Fix) and this converges to -L as x-> <x>. It is easy to show directly (or by application of the theory of kernel transformations of functions given in Hardy [1949] , p. 50) that the second term converges to 2L as x->oo. Thus the right member of (11) exists and has the value L. Suppose now that the right member of (11) The first term of the last member is -G(x)+x_1G(l) and this converges to -L as x-* oo ; and the last term converges to 27 as x-* oo. Thus the left member of (11) exists and has the value L. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 may be proved by similar integrations by parts, or more satisfyingly by changes of variable (put t=l/u) and notation which show that Theorem 2 is a consequence of Theorem 1. In fact
whenever one of the limits exists. is defined by (19) 7(X) = lim f [g(t + \) -g(t)]dt whenever the limit exists. Our improved theorem is the following. 
